Creating Public Value in the Policy Advice Role
A Reflection from the Front Line

As a public servant I live with the tension captured in Richard Mulgan’s question: ‘How much responsiveness is too much or too little?’ (Mulgan, 2008). On the one hand, my job is to be responsive to portfolio ministers and to the prime minister and Cabinet. On the other hand, Westminster conventions of public service imply that I ought not to become over-responsive and merely reactive. The role of a permanent, politically neutral civil service is to be loyal to the government of the day, yet with sufficient independence, knowledge, expertise and experience to influence and shape government priorities and policies, not only to implement these.¹

In this article I explore Mark Moore’s public value approach as a possible theoretical framework to help manage this tension in ways that are creative, rather than frustrating and destructive. I offer it as a personal reflection ‘from the front line’, as a stimulus to more systematic development of public value theory in relation to the policy advice role in New Zealand.

Creating public value
Moore in 1995 challenged neo-liberal thinking in his US context on three issues:
• the role of government in society: to be more than a regulator, service provider and social safety net; rather, a creator of public value and an active shaper of the public sphere;
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• the role of government managers: to be more than passive servants to political masters; rather, custodians of public value and stewards of public assets, whose role is to help governments discover what might be done with those assets to create public value; and

• the techniques needed by government managers: more than bureaucratic administration; rather, government managers work in partnership with other stakeholders and agents, in ways that ensure policy choices are made in the public interest and that legitimate, animate and guide implementation, in order to improve outcomes for the public (Benington and Moore, 2011, pp.3-4).

The central construct of Moore's framework is the 'strategic triangle' (Moore, 1995, p.71; see Figure 1). Public sector strategy must align three distinct but interdependent processes:

• defining public value: clarifying and specifying public value outcomes in a particular context;

• legitimating and authorising action: creating an 'authorising environment' that builds a coalition of stakeholders from the public sector (primarily, but not only, democratically-elected representatives), the private sector, and the community and voluntary sector, whose support is necessary to sustain action; and

• building operational capacity: harnessing and mobilising operational resources both within and outside the organisation to implement policy and achieve the desired public value outcomes (Benington and Moore, 2011, pp.4-5).

Benington and Moore (2011) have gathered together developments and reflection from around the world in a recent reformulation of the public value approach. Their restatement and edited collection of international perspectives on the public value approach suggests that the framework is relevant not only in Washington, but also in Westminster systems of government (as in Britain, Canada, Australia and New Zealand).²

Benington (2011, p.43) argues that 'public value' can best be understood and achieved within 'the public sphere':

The public sphere can be thought of as the web of values, places, organizations, rules, knowledge, and other cultural resources held in common by people through their everyday commitments and behaviours, and held in trust by government and public institutions.

Public value is what 'the public' values and what adds value to 'the public sphere', but 'the public' is something that is not so much given as made (Dewey, 1927): it is continuously created and recreated within a heavily-contested space where competing interests, values and ideologies collide. A public is more than an aggregation of individual consumer interests (Benington and Moore, 2011, p.10). What constitutes public value in any particular case can only be established, therefore, through a continuing process of public deliberation:

Public value provides a conceptual framework within which competing values and interests can be expressed and debated, in a deliberative democratic process, by which the question of what constitutes value is established dialectically. (Benington, 2011, p.50)

While public value is not created by the public sector alone, Benington argues that public servants have particular responsibilities as co-creators and guardians of public value:

Because of the focus on outcomes, public value focuses attention on, and is measured over, the medium to long term ... Governments, dictated by electoral cycles, inevitably tend to focus on the shorter term, but public managers also have a responsibility to focus on the longer-term public interest, and to act as guardians of the public sphere in the interest of future generations yet unborn, who lack a voice in current decision-making. (ibid., p.49)

Public value and the policy advice role

To date, a public value framework has predominantly been thought about and applied in relation to public management and the delivery of public services. What might a public value approach mean for the policy advice role?

Scott and Baehler (2010, pp.13-15) reference Moore's 'strategic triangle' in defining three broad domains of policy work: strategic policy ('pushing the frontier'), responsive policy ('making the Government's ideas work') and operational policy ('keeping things running'). They affirm that policy is a story about creating public value, and explain:

The link between the Policy Triangle and the Strategic Management Triangle reflects the reality that good governance requires a dense web

---
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Figure 1: Mark Moore’s strategic triangle of public value
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Box 1: Strategies, frameworks, blueprints, roadmaps and action plans, 1999–2005


of connections between policy and management functions to ensure that government’s activities are effective, efficient, and aligned with society’s fundamental values. (Ibid., p.16)

Policy advice thus extends beyond ministerial servicing (drafting correspondence and responses to parliamentary questions and Official Information Act requests, etc.), the implementation of government policy decisions and the administration of public services. It includes providing advice and developing policy and regulation to address a multiplicity of public issues from the simple to the complex, including so-called ‘wicked’ issues to which there are no obvious or immediate solutions.

Examples of policy work that does not necessarily or directly concern ministerial servicing or the provision of services are: public engagement on how New Zealanders care for and protect our children; regulation of the financial services sector; negotiation of Crown apologies and settlement of historic grievances, including Treaty settlements; social marketing to reduce family violence; design of a greenhouse gases emissions trading scheme; measures to reduce the number of young people carrying knives; and regulation of the sale and supply of alcohol, tobacco and cannabis substitutes.

That was then ...

I joined the public service in mid-2003, as a senior policy analyst in the Strategic Social Policy Group of the Ministry of Social Development. My first policy assignments involved working on population and sustainable development, investing in child and youth development (part of the Sustainable Development for New Zealand programme of action (2003), and Opportunity for All New Zealanders (2004)).

The early 2000s were the heyday of ‘strategies’, ‘frameworks’, ‘pathways’, ‘blueprints’, ‘roadmaps’ and ‘action plans’. Box 1 provides an indicative list. This approach to policy making commonly involved the following steps:

• ministers and/or senior managers identify an issue or problem that will not be addressed unless agencies ‘join up’ across institutional ‘silos’;
• a ‘lead agency’ seeks the co-operation and involvement of other agencies and convenes a ‘senior officials’ group’;
• a ‘lead minister’ may also convene meetings of ‘joint ministers’;
• officials design a high-level ‘outcomes framework’, with (utopian) ‘desired outcomes’;
• officials compile an ‘action plan’, ‘programme of action’ or ‘roadmap’ of ‘initiatives’ – some attempt is made to analyse interdependencies between agency ‘initiatives’ in terms of ‘intervention logic’ (State Services Commission, 2003), but because of resource constraints ‘initiatives’ are largely ‘business as usual’, so they do not require additional funding;
• officials and ministers may consult with the private and third sectors and
the public in developing a strategy or action plan, by issuing a draft proposal (Towards ...) or discussion document;
• officials design a ‘framework’ or ‘dashboard’ to monitor progress against an agreed set of ‘indicators’;
• officials report to ministers; and ministers report to Cabinet (and to Parliament when legislation requires this) on progress in implementing the strategy or action plan.

‘Strategic’ policy making was thus characterised by meetings, planning, consulting, publishing, monitoring and reporting. The client for this activity was ill-defined – variously ministers, Cabinet, Parliament and the public. Success was a ill-defined – variously ministers, Cabinet, reporting. The client for this activity was ill-defined – variously ministers, Cabinet, Parliament and the public. Success was a ill-defined – variously ministers, Cabinet, reporting. The client for this activity was ill-defined – variously ministers, Cabinet, Parliament and the public. Success was a

A shift appeared to have taken place: from public servant as trusted adviser and partner (albeit junior partner) in policy making, to public servant as implementer of policies and programmes developed by ministers and Cabinet.

This is now …
The last term of the fifth Labour government (2005-08) and the fifth National government (2008-) have been characterised by a pragmatic, managerial style of political leadership. Politicians have rarely articulated a ‘vision’ or ‘plan’ for New Zealand, promoted ‘strategies’, or invited strategic policy advice (Scott and Baehler’s ‘pushing the frontier’). Policy ideas have predominantly been generated by politicians and their political advisers, and by ‘taskforces’, ‘working groups’ and private sector consultants. Policy advisers are regarded by politicians on both sides of the House as ‘back-office’ functionaries – their job is to get in behind, align policy work programmes with the government’s priorities and implement policy directions agreed by Cabinet.

Consequently, the current approach to policy making commonly involves the following steps:
• ministers generate policy ideas and objectives through a political process external to the public service;
• public servants develop and implement policy as directed by ministers and agreed by Cabinet and Parliament;
• officials communicate and engage with other government agencies, and with the private sector, the third sector and the public only as and when ministers agree that it is.

This is admitted something of a caricature of past and current policy processes. Policy practice in any particular case may not fit either of the approaches I have sketched out here. I also continue to see examples of the ‘co-ordinate’ style of policy making, but this increasingly doesn’t look smart – focused on specific, measurable, attainable, relevant and timely objectives. For all my unease with the current command and control, compliance approach to policy making, I share ministers’ impatience with utopian ‘desired outcome’ statements and unwieldy, time-consuming processes of inter-agency co-ordination that do not seem to deliver better results.

Policy under review
In 2010 the government appointed a committee, chaired by Graham Scott, to review expenditure on policy advice. The committee reported its findings in December 2010 (Review of Expenditure on Policy Advice, 2010). The terms of reference...
A public value approach to the policy advice role requires ministers and public servants to engage in creative conversation, co-design, and co-production with a range of stakeholders, inside and outside government.

A public value approach to the policy advice role requires ministers and public servants to engage in creative conversation, co-design and co-production with a range of stakeholders, inside and outside government. What follows is not proposed as a formal analytical framework or staged model for policy development, but rather a set of things to think about (not necessarily in this order) in planning and developing policy.

- Define the public value we want to create. What does the public value, and how do we know? What are the social, cultural, economic, political and environmental dimensions of value we want to add to the public sphere? Is this different from what the public needs, wants, or desires (Benington, 2011, p.42; Kelly, Mulgan and Muers, 2002; Reich, 1988, pp.5-6)? How can we develop common purpose out of our diverse perspectives? What do we want to change, and why? What are the results we want to achieve?

These questions need to be pursued through open-ended, creative and courageous conversations between ministers, policy advisers and other stakeholders, and with reference to previous political agreements ‘enshrined in the legislation that defines public managers’ mandates for action’ (Moore, 1995, p.106). Policy advisers should bring evidence-based analytical rigour to these conversations (Gluckman, 2011) and a strategic perspective:

Strategic advice, at its best, has depth, looking beneath immediate events and preoccupations, to underlying drivers and trends; it has breadth, adopting a systemic rather than partial focus; and it has reach, identifying and addressing medium-term risks and opportunities (Henry, 2007, p.5).

- Set a baseline for monitoring and evaluation. Where are we now? What is the evidence that supports this? Is the problem as we think it is? How would we know whether we have made a difference and achieved better results?

- Map who is currently doing what, where. Systematically review previous
evaluations and analysis of what works, for whom it works and why.

- **Identify interested and affected individuals and groups (‘stakeholders’).** Who has an interest in this (inside and outside government), and what is the nature of their interest? What values are important to them? How might we work with them, in order to create and re-create ‘the public’ and facilitate participatory democracy?

- **Determine scale and scope.** Will doing more of the same (only better) get us where we want to go (i.e. continuous improvement); or do we need to do something different, in discontinuity with past and current practice (i.e. innovation) (Hartley, 2011)?

- **Look for the game changer.** If we need to innovate to create value, what is the bold idea that could be a game changer: i.e. the action or actions that might make the greatest difference to an intermediate objective (rather than a utopian desired outcome)? How strong is the evidence to support a calculated risk on a game-changing initiative? What would it require to implement this effectively?

- **Secure legitimacy and support.** Who needs to give legitimacy and support to this project, inside and outside government, so that it is politically sustainable and can achieve the medium-term results we are looking for? Benington and Moore (2011, p.11) comment in relation to legitimacy that:

> Political mandate is one important kind. But so is the law. And so is professional knowledge and technical expertise. And there might even on some occasions be a kind of moral legitimacy created by public managers and professionals reminding society and its representatives of important values that are being put at risk by actions that are politically supported, have legal sanction, and would likely work technically, but fail to protect or promote foundational moral values.

How will we engage with others to build a coalition of interest, and work with others to gain and maintain legitimacy and support? Given inevitable conflict and contestation in the public sphere, who do we need to take with us, and who are we prepared to leave behind? How can citizens be assured that public sector managers are pursuing genuinely public purposes rather than their own selfish interests or odd or untested ideas of the public interest (Moore, 1995, pp.135, 148)?

• **Build operational capacity.** Which is the best sector and agency to lead this project, and why? What do we need in terms of resources (start-up capital, infrastructure, ongoing and compliance approaches to policy making, The client is the public. Success is better results (added public value). The characteristic mode of operation is co-creation.

### What needs to change

A public value approach to policy making challenges policy advisers to demonstrate value-seeking imagination and initiative and show that we can work differently and do more than politicians have learned to expect from us. It requires us to build capability in three areas:

- holding values conversations\(^9\) and clarifying purpose (primarily, but not only, with ministers and Cabinet);

---

**Whether the risk is worth taking, and when and how we choose to take it, depends on what we judge to be at stake and to whom we understand ourselves ultimately to be accountable.**

---
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to the community’ (State Sector Act 1988), our job is to create public value. This is not a job for central government alone. It requires co-creation with local government, the private sector, the community and voluntary sector, and with individual citizens and their families.

Lifting our eyes above the near horizon does not mean gazing wistfully into a utopian future. It means building consensus and taking action to achieve measurably better results for New Zealand and New Zealanders over the medium-to-long term – longer than a three-year electoral cycle; shorter than ‘in our ideal world’.

Above all, a public value approach puts people at the centre, rather than power, politics and programmes. It reminds officials, whether elected or appointed, that we’re all in this together – for the common good.
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